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!

Professor Chuck Konkol,
Rock Valley College

Book U	

An app to sell/buy/barter textbooks	

Target: College Students	

Developer:Ariel Garcia

Golden Chopsticks Buffet 	

This app allows user to download to their smart
devices, which enables them to view the restaurant
menu within their finger tips. 	


!

Target: All Ages	

Developers:James S. Backstrom

!

Screencast: TBP

Mapping App	

Send a text message to one of your contacts that says
when you depart, how long it should take to get to the
destination, and when you arrive.	


!
!

Target: Families & Businesses	

Developers: Nicholas Blaski	


!
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MoviePhile	

keep track of my movie inventory so that I can find
which books the discs have been stored in. Just a simple
tool but it will save time when I want to watch a movie.	


!

Target: All Ages!
Developer: Diane Christy

!

Commingle	

Ensures your Airsoft or Paintball Team has an effective
means of communication through every step of the
game.	


!

Target: Airsoft Players; Paintball Players	

Developers: Keith Hughes	


Beer Logger	

You'll be able to log all the different kinds of beer you try.
Take a picture of the bottle, rate it, list the country,
description, what you like/dislike, the alcohol %, etc. Be
able to track and remember which beers you've tried,
where you bought it if you liked it or not.	


!

Target: 21+	

Developer: Samuel MacKenzie	
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Count Your Chickens	

This is a Finance tracking app that allows you to
continuously how much money you will have as you
earn or spend money (checks, paypal transfers, etc.) by
comparing your bank balance to recently entered
transactions and then alerting the users of any changes.	


!

Target: People who pay bills, people who conduct
paypal transfers, people who budget or otherwise track
spending. !
Developer: Karissa Sjostrom

Road Fixes	

"Road Fixes" is designated to allow road users to report
any issues disrupting traffic.	


!

(holes, non working traffic lights, objects in the middle
of the road, fallen trees or power poles on road, animals
killed on the road etc.)	


!

Target: road users and city authorities.	

Developers: Diego Tobon	


Home	

When you are home or connected to your home network,
the app will put your phone in sound mode, and you can
unlock your phone with no passcode.It can work in other
places too, if you are at school or work and connected to
the school network the app can put your phone on silent
and ask for passcode when unlocked.	


!

Target: 12+	

Developer:Uguudei Tumurbaatar	
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Pallet Counter	

Measures out how many pallets a semi truck could load
up in a trailer	


!

Target: Truck Drivers and Factory loaders !
Developer: Bartosz Zoltek

!
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